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Dear Columbia College community and friends,

T

oday is Columbia’s shining moment as we place
a spotlight on the glorious work of our graduating
students—at both the graduate and undergradu-

ate level—all wrapped in an urban arts festival that captures our creative spirit and celebrates our community.
This is also the 11th anniversary for Manifest, so we
also celebrate Manifest’s emergence as Columbia’s signature event, one of the most impressive festivals you
will find on any college campus and a major cultural
presence in Chicago.
On this day, every Columbia building and the adjoin-

ebrate our creative community, and we are dazzled by the
spectacle, theater, dance and music of our faculty and students. The Great Convergence reminds us of the singular
and incredible power of our community.
To our graduates: Congratulations! To our faculty: Your
inspiration is palpable in your students stunning bodies
of work. To our staff: You have crafted a creative environment for our students. To our alumni: Welcome home. To
our parents: Be proud. And to all of our friends and guests:
Be amazed.
Welcome to Manifest 2012.

ing parking lots and sidewalks in and around the entire South Loop are filled with energy, art, passion and
the creative output of our students. We begin the day
with our Great Convergence as we come together to cel-

This special advertising supplement is published in partnership with The Columbia
Chronicle and the Office of Student Communication, a division of Student Affairs. Special
thanks to our publishing team: Brianna Wellen, Sam Charles, Luke Wilusz, Susie Kirkwood,
Erik Rodriguez, Vanessa Morton, Amber Meade, Lauryn Smith, Brian Dukerschein, Sara
Mays, Gabrielle Rosas, Kaitlyn Mattson, Aspyn Jones, Charles Jefferson and Eric Witt.

Manifest Overview
By Gabrielle Rosas
Commentary Editor
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C

olumbia is throwing a party,
and everyone is invited. Manifest will turn the college into a
giant playground, on May 4, outfitting
the South Loop with a lowrider bicycle
carousel, a pedal-powered amusement
park and an artistically themed miniature golf course.
For the past decade, graduating students have presented artistic work
across the South Loop, drawing arts
and culture aficionados from all over
the city. This year is no different. Final projects from approximately 2,000
graduating students will be displayed
on three outdoor stages and at 13 galleries and more than 20 buildings up
and down State Street and Wabash
Avenue, according to Mark Kelly, vice
president of Student Affairs.
Most attendees will be students, faculty, parents, staff and alumni, although
Kelly said the public is encouraged
to attend.
“All lovers of culture [and] lovers of
Columbia are invited,” he said.
An estimated crowd of 20,000 will
have more than 90 exhibitions and
events to choose from, including
graduating student showcases and
performances. Wabash Avenue will be
closed between 9th and 11th streets
to accommodate Manifest visitors and

to make foot traffic more efficient.
Kelly said this year he wants Manifest to show the vast array of Columbia’s different concentrations and for
students to step outside their small
campus communities.
“This is the only time during the year
that the [campus] community comes
together as one,” he said. “I think
it’s important for everyone to feel the
weight of the larger community and to
see the connections, and this is the
only day where that really becomes
easy to do.”
Viewing and experiencing student
work is vital to Manifest’s goal, which
is to show the “manifestation” of student’s artistic identities and work, according to Kelly. From photography exhibitions and theater performances to
interactive arts presentations and film
screenings, each art form will have a
place at Manifest.
More than 20 spring semester classes spent hours upon hours preparing for the festival, including Isabelle
McGuire’s Branding Identity class, in
which created concepts for Manifest’s
theme and competed for title of the
festival’s creative director.
The Pedal-Powered Amusement Park
is just one “mindblowing” attraction
conceptualized by students in the
Arts, Entertainment and Media Management Department, according to
Kari Sommers, assistant dean of Student Life. Columbia’s Latino Alliance
also contributed to the amusement

park with a Carnivale-themed lowrider
bicycle carousel created by current and
graduating students and alumni.
Luckily, students will have a chance
to participate in the festivities whether
they have work to show or not, starting
with the Great Convergence.
In past years, a separate rally would
mark the beginning of the festival, followed by the “Hell Yeah!” liturgy Kelly
performs at each fall Convocation.
This year, the Great Convergence will
be merged with the kickoff rally and
begin at noon, giving attendees an
opportunity to visit events they might
otherwise miss.
Kelly is also tweaking his “Hell
Yeah!” chant to “Hell Yeah! One Columbia!” to symbolize the campus
coming together, a secondary goal
of this year’s Manifest, according
to Sommers.
The exhaustive prioritization process
has left Columbia “desperate” for a
break, and Manifest is just what the
doctor ordered, according to Kelly.
“The challenges and difficulties of
this year argue just absolutely that we
need to come together and be reminded about who we are and that we’re a
special community because it’s been
easy to forget,” he said.
Despite the difficulties and challenges of prioritization, Sommers emphasized that Columbia’s graduating students are the main attraction.
“The most important [goal] is to
celebrate the work of our graduating
students,” she said. “I’m still getting
emails from students wanting to [show
work]. Our challenge is trying to say yes
to all the awesomeness.”

A-LIST AMENIT

IES
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Loop Target (Ope
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315 South Peoria | Chicago, IL 60607
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C o nv e rg e nc e
W

ith more than 90 events representing almost every artistic discipline, Columbia’s
Manifest is meant to bring the campus
community together. But the Great Convergence, a celebration of the college’s
creative culture, is a main highlight of
Columbia’s biggest day.
This year, the Convergence will be
undergoing some modifications as
the celebration kicks off May 4. Instead of starting the event at 7
p.m. as in previous years, the Convergence will start at noon with
Manifest following.
According to Mark Kelly, vice president of Student Affairs, the change is
intended to encourage more people to
attend the event, as the previous time
conflicted with the other events held
during Manifest.
Historically Manifest has been a big

part of Columbia’s identity. The celebration touches on the college’s such
as celebrating the students creativity.
Convergence is a powerful part of the
festival, according to Kelly.
This year’s theme, “Heads, Hearts
and Hands,” symbolizes the college
community uniting as one, according
to Kari Sommers, assistant dean of
Student Life.
“The Great Convergence every year—
but especially this year—is about the
college coming together to celebrate
our creative community and the successes of our soon-to-be graduates,”
Sommers said. “There will be some
similarities in format and in structure
[this year], but the content will be different.”
More than 20,000 people are expected to attend Manifest, including alumni
and current and prospective students.

“The specific numbers I wouldn’t
know, but they’ll be large,” Kelly said.
A tent at 9th Street and Wabash Avenue will be set up for the Convergence.
However, the celebration will spill out
onto the streets, according to Kelly.
The city agreed to close Wabash Avenue between 9th and 11th streets
from 11 a.m.—2 p.m. to accommodate the huge crowds of people that
will descend on Columbia’s campus,
Kelly said.
Various events are scheduled for the
celebration, said Steve Hadley, director
of Manifest and technical director of
the Convergence. Attendees will enjoy
street performers, puppeteers, music
and a convergence dance.
“[The spectacle is] all coming together; everybody [is] coming together to
create a huge event,” Hadley said. “I
don’t think this has ever been done.”

By Kaitlyn Mattson
Contributing Writer
The Music, Theatre, American Sign
Language, Dance and Fiction Writing departments are working on the
festival, which will feature the artistic
output of each department, Sommers
said.
“It’s just a way over-the-top performance spectacle that is going to be
beautiful and awe-inspiring,” she said.
Lisa Schlesinger, assistant professor
in the Fiction Writing Department and
playwriting coordinator, said the program was asked to create haiku plays
for the honorees during the Great Convergence. The idea was to do something similar to one-scene plays.
“The draw [of Convergence] is the
exceptional, overwhelming talent of
the students,” Sommers said. “And
it is that simple. Everyone here believes it or believes in the power of
that talent.”

A B O U T T H E A R T IST
By Aspyn Jones
Contributing Writer

N

Photo by KAITLIN DENNELL
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ormally grids are reserved for
math fans like the Sudoku-playing intellectuals wrinkling their
noses as they try to get the numbers
to line up just right. Grids can also be
used to plot points in basic algebra.
However, for senior art & design major Rocio Lopez, the student creative director behind Manifest 2012’s design,
grids are used to symbolize Columbia
in almost every way imaginable.
“I was starting with sort of a simple
structure, like a grid,” Lopez said. “I had
to see how each modular square could
be filled with something that could
represent Columbia.”
The design’s three-month-long inception began in her Branding Identity
class, in which her instructor asked
the students to develop three different concepts that communicated the
same message.
Last year, senior art & design ma-

jor Maggie Sichter’s folk art-inspired
sketchbook design was chosen as the
Manifest theme. Lopez said her piece
for 2012 conveys Columbia as a collective, an idea, she said, that emerged
from the humble beginnings of “simple
structures.”
She said she was inspired by the designs of Swiss artists, whom she described as possessing an air of cleanliness and modernity that she leans
toward when creating her work.
“There’s a lot of grids,” she said.
“Straight lines, clean lines. So I do
think a lot of my designs start with
that sensibility.”
Lopez said she begins her process by
writing and sketching out the idea.
“Sometimes, it can be just an outline;
sometimes they’re paragraphs,” she
said. “I wrote down an analysis about
Columbia and being a student, like what
it represents.”

After writing the short description of
Columbia, she said she envisioned pictures and textures appropriate for conveying the school’s experience piece
by piece.
Each cell contains a snippet of Columbia life, using textiles to represent
fashion and paint buckets to denote
artists. With Lopez’s vision and Columbia student Jane Kim’s photography, the result is a mash-up of all
things Columbia.
While Lopez said she favors modernity and geometric focus in her
work, she said her style is constantly
evolving and she isn’t opposed to
experimenting.
“I hope to be, honestly, my own boss
and have my own studio,” she said
of her future plans. “Hopefully that’ll
be sooner rather than later. I do want
to gain the necessary experience
for that.”

The
Great Convergence
NOON – 1pm, MAIN STAGE
The Great Convergence is Manifest’s signature moment. Created by students, faculty, and staff, it combines metaphor, pageantry, ritual, and theatricality, un-tethering our imaginations in one grand spectacle. Come celebrate our creative culture
and applaud all our graduates and honored guests, as we kick off Manifest and Commencement Weekend together.

Entourage Teams/Street
Performance Posses

Convergence Dance

Dancers: movement created by Dance

Choreography by Trae Turner, performed
by Dance students

faculty Trae Turner, performed by Dance
students

Music

Percussionists: music created by Music
faculty Jarrett Hicks, performed by the
Percussion Ensemble

Puppeteers: show created by Theatre
faculty Jacqueline Penrod and Chelsea
Warren, performed by Creating
Performance Seminar, Body Movement
I and II, and Independent Theatre
Students

Liturgy
Mark Kelly, Vice President of Student
Affairs, Columbia College Chicago

Honoree Haiku(s)
The Muses: performed by Theatre
students, led by Theatre faculty member
Ann Boyd

American Sign Language (ASL)
Chorus: performed by ASL students with
support from Columbia’s Interpreting
Services staff

Haiku Plays: created by Playwriting
students led by Playwriting faculty
member Lisa Schlesinger

Performed by the Music Department
Percussion Ensemble and the R&B
Ensemble, composition by Carey
Deadman

Convergence Song
“When it all comes
together”
Performed by the Music Department
Percussion Ensemble, R&B Ensemble,
Gospel and Repertory Choirs,
composition by Carey Deadman

Finale
Puppets designed by Theatre faculty
Chelsea Warren and Jacqueline Pernod,
with assistance from Alex Bozeman,
performed by Theatre students

Credits:
Music Department
Producer/Director: Steve Hadley, Music
Department Associate Producer: Adam
Dittman, Gospel & Repertory Director:
Walter Owens, R&B Ensemble Director:
Chuck Webb, Percussion Ensemble
Director: Jarrett Hicks, Music Director/
Composer: Carey Deadman. With special
thanks to Music Department Chair Dick
Dunscomb

All attendees of Columbia College Chicago’s Manifest will be held to the institution’s code of conduct.
The full document can be found at colum.edu/codeofconduct.

Theatre Department
Director: Ann Boyd; Puppets/Creative:
Jacqueline Penrod and Chelsea Warren,
faculty; Costumes: Chelsea Warren. With
special thanks to Theatre Department
Chair John Green

Dance Department
Choreography: Trae Turner, faculty
With special thanks to Dance
Department Chair Onye Ozuzu

American Sign Language/English
Interpretation Department (ASL)
With special thanks to ASL Department
Chair Carly Flagg

Fiction Writing Department
Haiku Plays: Lisa Schlesinger,
Playwriting faculty
With special thanks to Fiction Writing
Chair Randy Albers

Audio Arts and Acoustics Department
Special thanks to the Audio Arts and
Acoustics Department Chair Pantelis
Vassilakis and faculty, Ron Gresham, and
Benj Kanters
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PRESENTATION
9 am

10 am 11 am Noon 1 pm

2 pm

3 pm

4 pm

5 pm

6 pm

7 pm

8 pm 9 pm

10 pm 11 pm

916 S. Wabash Avenue, 1st floor Interactive Arts & Media Depart.: 12-hour Game Jam, Play Senior Capstone Game Projects
University Center | 525 S.State St., 2nd floor, Loop & River Rooms
University Center | 525 S. State St., 3rd floor, Great Room
33 E. Congress Pkwy., lower level
Studio A | 600 S. Michigan Ave., Room 1501
Hokin Hall | 623 S. Wabash Ave.
Sculpture Garden | 11th and S. Wabash Ave.
Creative Station | 33 E. Congress Pkwy.
Pedal Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
The Lot | 754 S. Wabash Ave.
Nexus by Blick | on the corner of Balbo Dr. & S. Wabash Ave.
The Court | 731 S. Plymouth Ct.

Radio Depart.Senior Awards

Cultural Studies
B. A. Poetry Showcase

M.F.A. Poetry

The Audio Gallery (until 5 pm)

Nonfiction B.A Student

Journalism: Graduating Student Presentations

Television Premiere Day
When Words Meet Images
Master of Fine Arts in Photography Outdoor Installation
Visual Communication Design, Interior Architecture, & Product Design
FAR: Fitness, Athletics and Recreation
Papermaker's Garden
Manifest Poster Screen Printing by Anchor Graphics
Readings from Columbia's Fiction Writers

Ferguson Hall | 600 S. Michigan Ave.

Marketing Awards

1014 S. Michigan Ave.
Pedal Powered Amusement Park and Nexus by Blick
Pedal Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.

Comp IV Recital

Occupy837
Picture Yourself With Hillel!

Pedal Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.

Cycling the Globe

Interactive Arts & Media Department:
12-hour Game Jam
7:00am–7:00pm
Teams of game design students will compete as they
develop a playable video game in just 12 hours. Come
by throughout the day to watch their progress and at 7 p
when the winning team will be announced!
916 S. Wabash Ave., 1st floor

Interactive Arts & Media Department: Play
Senior Capstone Game Projects
11:00am–8:00pm
Stop by the Interactive Arts & Media Department to play
the senior game design capstone projects Water Aloft the
Ridge, Broken, and FearLess.
916 S. Wabash Ave., 1st floor

Cultural Studies Forum
10:30am–12:00pm
Columbia’s Cultural Studies students demonstrate not
only their rigorous engagement with cultural issues but
also their political commitment to imagine a more humane world and to “author the culture of their times.”
The Forum is a great introduction to the ways in which
Cultural Studies links theory and political practice. (Interpreted event)
University Center | 525 S.State St., 2nd floor, Loop and
River Rooms
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B. A. Poetry Student Showcase
11:00am–1:00pm
Poetry readings by Columbia’s graduating B.A. Poetry
students. Winners of the Department of English’s annual
poetry contests also read.
University Center | 525 S. State St., 3rd floor, Great Room
The Audio Gallery
11:00am–5:00pm
Visitors will see and hear presentations of artistic, technical, and research work by students in Columbia’s programs of study; Audio Design & Production, Audio for
Visual Media, Live & Installed Sound, and Acoustics.

Following our exhibition, the Audio Arts + Acoustics Department will hold a reception celebrating our graduating
and award-winning students and the launch of our new
degree major: B.S. in Acoustics. The event will be at 33 E.
Congress, Room 105, between 5:30-6:30p
33 E. Congress Pkwy., lower level
Television Premiere Day
12:00pm–6:00pm
Join us for a final reception with our graduating students,
alumni, and faculty. Every semester we showcase and
celebrate the fantastic work of the TV Department’s advanced productions. The program includes clips from our
sketch comedy show “Out on a Limb,” our remote production “Chicago Live,” our live news program “Newsbeat,”
and other productions from Columbia’s student-run Frequency TV. Event starts at noon and runs at 2 and 4pm as
well. Studio A | 600 S. Michigan Ave., Room 1501

When Words Meet Images: Art History
Symposium
12:00pm–3:00pm
This symposium presents original research and critical
analysis of art and design from students in the Art History
Capstone courses.
Hokin Hall | 623 S.Wabash Ave.
Master of Fine Arts in Photography
Outdoor Installation
12:00pm–7:00pm
Master of Fine Arts in Photography students present a
selection of works as one of the first outdoor installations
for the new Wabash Arts Corridor initiative!
Sculpture Garden | 11th Street and S. Wabash Avenue.
Visual Communication Design, Interior
Architecture, & Product Design Showcase
1:00pm–8:00pm
See the exceptional work of Columbia’s graduating graphic design, advertising art direction, illustration, interior
architecture, and product design students on display. A
reception follows at 5 pm
Creative Station | 33 E. Congress Pkwy.
M.F.A. Poetry Student Showcase
1:00pm–3:00pm
Poetry readings from their final theses by Columbia’s
graduating M.F.A Poetry students. Winners of the Department of English’s annual poetry contests also read.
University Center | 525 S. State St., 3rd floor, Great Room
FAR: Fitness, Athletics and Recreation
1:00pm–8:15pm
Reach for the sky, feel the exhilaration, and meet the
challenge of a 25-foot climbing wall! We have other surprises in store for you; so visit us in the main lot.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
Papermaker’s Garden
1:00pm–5:00pm
Taking an Interdisciplinary approach to papermaking and
introducing a new green space into the city of Chicago
and Columbia’s campus, the Interdisciplinary Arts graduate students are planting a Papermaker’s Garden! Stop
by and check out which plants produce the best paper
fibers and see samples of the paper made from them!
The Lot | 754 S. Wabash Avenue.
Picture Yourself With Hillel!
1:00pm–6:00pm
Students will be able to come and get their photo taken
in our photo booth with a quote about love, friendship, or
compassion from one of the Jewish texts, and learn more
about Hillel and what we do.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.

Manifest Poster Screen Printing by Anchor
Graphics
1:00pm–7:00pm
Anchor Graphics is a not-for-profit fine art press that will
be screen printing Manifest related designs on 11” by 17”
paper. Come watch screen printing in action! Guests will
be able to pick from a variety of hand-printed limited edition screen prints to take home. (One per visitor)
Nexus by Blick Art Materials | on the corner of Balbo
Drive and S. Wabash Avenue.

Cycling the Globe
2:00pm–5:00pm
Interactive bike-powered world trivia game.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.

Occupy837
1:00pm–8:38pm
Inspired by the elegant sonic protest project created by
Iranian protesters in 2009, Occupy837 seeks to occupy
one minute of the day, 8:37 p, every day, to create noise,
song, screaming, music - any kind of sonic intervention
- that signals a protest against the control afforded to corporations by 2010’s Citizens United decision, undue influence that they and wealthy individuals have on electoral
politics through the institution of SuperPACs. This occupation is meant to be a daily national signal to our neighbors
and leaders that in the run up to the presidential election
day, November 6, 2012, we are asking for legislation that
re-calibrates candidate funding and values each individual over corporations and the super-wealthy, as we, the
people, should be the most important influence on our
electoral process.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
and Nexus by Blick Art | on the corner of Balbo Drive. and
S. Wabash Avenue.

Marketing Communications Awards and Presentations
5:00pm–6:00pm
Marketing Communication students will present their culminating projects using both traditional and social media
to support social, cultural, and business issues. Guests
will be introduced to the Marketing Communication department scholars including the Patricia McCarty Scholar,
the Howard Mendelsohn Scholar, the winner of the Media
Plan Award, the Internship Awardees, and the winner of
the Strategic Partner Award. Guests can also watch the
National Student Advertising Competition team defend
their first place title! Refreshments to follow in the Graduate Student Lounge on the 2nd floor from 6-7 pm
Ferguson Hall | 600 S. Michigan Ave.

Readings from Columbia’s Fiction Writers
2:00pm7:00pm
Celebrate with the 2012 graduates of the Fiction Writing Department’s B.A, B.F.A, and M.F.A programs as they
read from their novels, short stories, creative nonfiction
essays, and plays.
The Court | 731 S. Plymouth Ct.
Journalism Showcase: Graduating Student
Presentations
2:00pm–5:00pm
Come join Columbia’s top Journalism students, both
graduate and undergraduate, as they share stories and
experiences and show off excellent work from the past
year. Students will talk about covering campaigns, investigating potential wrongdoings, chasing down tough sources, creating multimedia packages, traveling to exotic and
not-so-exotic places, submitting Freedom of information
Act requests, completing competitive internships, and, of
course, getting stories published, produced, and on the
air. (Interpreted event)
33 E.Congress Pkwy., 2nd floor

Nonfiction B.A Student Showcase
3:00pm–5:00pm
Readings by Columbia’s graduating B.A. Nonfiction students. (Interpreted event)
University Center | 525 S. State St., 3rd floor, Great Room

Radio Department Senior Awards
5:00pm–7:00pm
The Radio Department presents an awards ceremony
and showcase of student work in the areas of production,
news, talent, public affairs, radio theatre, and documentary.
University Center | 525 S. State St., 2nd floor, Loop and
River Rooms
Composition IV Recital
7:00pm–8:30pm
Listen to original compositions from Columbia’s graduating music composition students
1014 S. Michigan Ave.
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Congrats

2012 Grads
Hurry in before your Columbia
discount expires on our exclusive
deals for Mac computers and the
latest in tech accessories!!

Adobe

CS6
Computer Store
best products better service
Store Hours : M-F 11am - 6pm
33 E. Congress Pkwy (Entrance off Wabash)
312.369.8622
Must be a current student, staff or faculty member and must have a current
Columbia ID present. All prices and offers subject to change without notice.
All offers valid while supplies last. No rainchecks or special orders. All software
prices listed are valid in-store only. All sales are final.
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EXHIBITION
9 am

10 am 11 am Noon 1 pm

2 pm

3 pm

4 pm

5 pm

6 pm

624 S. Michigan Ave., 2nd floor West Phi Sigma: The Voice
Columbia College Chicago Library | 624 S. Michigan Ave., 3rd floor East Traveling with John Fischetti
624 S. Michigan Ave., 2nd floor East Chicago Journalists Association: Early 20th Century Illustrations
Columbia College Chicago Library | 624 S. Michigan Ave., 1st floor Freedom & Justice: The 100th Anniversary of the African National Congress
Columbia College Chicago Library | 624 S. Michigan Ave., 5th floor Alumni on 5
Columbia College Chicago Library | 624 S.Michigan Ave., 3rd floor North
C33 Gallery | 33 E. Congress Pkwy.
618 S. Michigan Ave., 1st and 2nd floors
623 S. Wabash Ave., 1st floor
Creative Station | 33 E. Congress Pkwy.
33 E. Congress Pkwy., Room 404
Glass Curtain Gallery | 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
A+D Gallery | 619 S. Wabash Ave. + C33 Gallery | 33 E. Congress Pkwy.
916 S. Wabash Ave., 1st floor
1006 S. Michigan Ave., 1st floor
72 E. 11th St., Room 404
University Center | 525 S. State St., 3rd floor terrace

Art in the Library
LAUNCH Fashion Event and Exhibition
Fashion Studies Department Present: LAUNCH (runway shows: 1:30, 3:30, & 5:30 pm)
Shop Columbia
Art + Design B.A Showcase
Educational Studies Showcase
M.F.A Photography Exhibition
B.F.A. Fine Art Thesis Exhibition at A+D Gallery & C33 Gallery
Interactive Arts & Media Department: Play Grounds
B.A | B.F.A Photography Exhibition
Design & Technical & Directing Student Gallery

The Clothesline Project

Nexus by Blick Art Materials | on the corner of Balbo Dr. and S. Wabash Ave.

Comment on Manifest

Nexus by Blick Art Materials | on the corner of Balbo Dr. and S. Wabash Ave.

The Fuze Tree

Nexus by Blick Art Materials | on the corner of Balbo Dr. and S. Wabash Ave.

Comic cArt

Conaway Center | 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
624 S. Michigan Ave., Room 1005
33 E. Congress Pkwy., Room 404
Book & Paper Center Gallery | 1104 S. Wabash Ave., 2nd floor
33 E. Congress Pkwy. 5th floor
623 S. Wabash, 1st floor
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PGA (Please Generate Art)
Blooms The Dawn
Master's of Teaching
Interdisciplinary Arts M.F.A.
Learning To Learn
Interactive Arts & Media Department: Play Grounds: IAM at the Hokin

7 pm

8 pm 9 pm

10 pm 11 pm

Phi Sigma: The Voice
8:00am–7:00pm
Phi Sigma is a public-speaking group established in Chicago in 1878; the oldest, continuously running organization of its kind in Illinois. View covers from its publication
“The Voice.” The exhibit is curated by Emily Sperl, an undergraduate student in Photography.
Columbia College Chicago library | 624 S. Michigan Ave.,
2nd floor West
Traveling with John Fischetti
8:00am–7:00pm
John Fischetti, the Pulitzer-prize winning political cartoonist and syndicated cartoonist, was best known for his
editorial cartoon work. Come see a very different view of
John Fischetti’s work: travel sketches from trips to France,
Denmark, and New York City. The exhibit is curated by
Thatiana Oliveira, a graduate student in Photography.
Columbia College Chicago Library | 624 S. Michigan
Ave., 3rd floor East
Chicago Journalists Association: Early
20th Century Illustrations
8:00am–7:00pm
Come view selected political cartoons and illustrations
from the Chicago Journalists Association collection, most
on display for the first time in nearly thirty years. Chicago
Journalists Association is a non-profit organization of experienced print and electronic journalists in the Chicago
area that was founded during the Chicago World’s Fair.
Columbia College Chicago | 624 S. Michigan Ave., 2nd
floor East
LAUNCH Fashion Event and Exhibition
8:00am–8:00pm
To complement the Manifest catwalk fashion shows on
May 4, there will be an exhibition in The Arcade Gallery
showcasing the Design and Business aspects of the
Fashion Studies department. It will feature garments by
seven designers as well as “incubator documentaries”
produced in collaboration with film students at Columbia,
a “Step & Repeat” opportunity for visitors to the exhibition, and urban sculptural topiary made in collaboration
with Nespresso. The theme is “LAUNCH: In the City.”
C33 Gallery | 33 E. Congress Pkwy.
Freedom & Justice: The 100th Anniversary of
the African National Congress
8:00am–7:00pm
In January 1912, African leaders formed ANC to lead the
movement for political, social, and economic change.
Learn about the international struggle to end discrimination in Africa, culminating in 1994 with the inauguration
of ANC candidate Nelson Mandela as the president of
South Africa.
Columbia College Chicago Library | 624 S. Michigan
Ave., 1st floor
Alumni on 5
8:00am–7:00pm
A bi-annual juried exhibition offering alumni of every medium the opportunity to gain further exposure for their
work within the Columbia College and South Loop communities. Alumni on 5 is sponsored by the Office of Alumni Relations.
Columbia College Chicago Library | 624 S. Michigan
Ave., 5th floor

Art in the Library
8:00am–7:00pm
Presenting the work of Columbia College Chicago students, faculty and staff, and alumni, the Art in the Library
program exhibits works in all forms of visual arts, including
sculpture, painting, drawings, and paper and book arts.
Columbia College Chicago Library | 624 S. Michigan
Ave., 3rd floor North
Fashion Studies Department Present: LAUNCH
8:00am - 8:00pm
Launch captures the dynamic spirit of contemporary
fashion on the runway and in an industry showcase. This
event, created by Fashion Studies students in the fashion
business and fashion design programs, highlights the senior projects and collections produced this year. Ticketed
runway shows at 1:30, 3:30, and 5:30 pm will be accompanied by a live feed of the ticketed runway show in the
1st and 2nd floor lobbies and a live photo shoot at 618
S. Michigan Ave. A multimedia exhibition in the Arcade
Gallery will be open to the public from 8:30am – 7pm.
618 S. Michigan Ave., 1st and 2nd floors
Shop Columbia
10:00am–8:00pm
ShopColumbia, Columbia’s student art store, features
original designs created and inspired by Columbia artists.
Spanning all media and disciplines, ShopColumbia is defined by what Columbia students are making right now.
Guests can start their morning with complimentary coffee
and donuts while shopping for their limited edition 2012
Manifest apparel.
623 S. Wabash Ave., 1st floor
Art + Design B.A Showcase
11:00am–8:00pm
Columbia’s Art + Design Department presents the work
of their graduating B.A. in Art + Design students.
Creative Station | 33 E. Congress Pkwy.
Educational Studies Showcase
11:00am–7:00pm
This exhibit highlights the accomplishments of Columbia’s Educational Studies’ teacher candidates and their
students during their experiences in Chicago Public
Schools and the surrounding school districts during the
spring 2012 semester.
33 E. Congress Pkwy., Room 404
M.F.A Photography Exhibition
11:00am–8:00pm
Columbia’s Photography department celebrates the work
of candidates for the degree of Master of Fine Arts in
Photography. The exhibition opens May 4th and closes
June 1st. The gallery is open from 9am to 5pm, Monday
through Friday.
Glass Curtain Gallery | 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
B.F.A. Fine Art Thesis Exhibition at A+D Gallery & C33 Gallery
11:00am–8:00pm
This exhibition, organized by Associate Professor Joan Giroux, represents the completion of graduating B.F.A. Fine
Art students’ degrees as well as the culmination of their
hard work within the program. Featuring 30 artists working in a variety of media, the exhibition concurrently runs
at A+D Gallery and C33 Gallery.
Averill and Bernard Leviton A+D Gallery | 619 S. Wabash
Ave. + C33 Gallery | 33 E. Congress Pkwy.

Interactive Arts & Media Department: Play
Grounds: IAM at the Hokin
11:00am–8:00pm
This exhibition features works created by students in the
Interactive Arts & Media Department. Developed in collaboration with students from the Hokin Project, an arts
management practicum course, the exhibition presents a
dynamic range of creative projects using emerging media
and technologies—a core practice of Interactive Arts &
Media students.
623 S. Wabash Ave., 1st floor
Interactive Arts & Media Department:
Play Grounds
11:00am–8:00pm
Students transform the Interactive Arts & Media Department into a site for interactivity and play through a daylong set of activities, interactive installations, and game
showcases. The lobby will feature a 12-hour game jam,
where students will compete in teams to create a video
game in only 12 hours. Seniors from the Game Design
major will also debut their capstone game projects, including Water Aloft the Ridge, Broken, and FearLess.
916 S. Wabash Ave., 1st floor
B.A | B.F.A Photography Exhibition
12:00pm–8:00pm
Columbia’s Photography department presents the work
of over 120 graduating photography students. The exhibition opens April 23 and closes May 6th. The gallery is
open from 12 to 6pm, Monday through Friday and over
Commencement weekend.
1006 S. Michigan Ave., 1st floor
Design & Technical & Directing Student Gallery
12:00pm–4:00pm
Experience the creations of the Theatre department’s
talented Design, Theatre Technology, and Directing students. Set models, renderings, costumes, lighting, installations, and interactive process projects. Come and be
dazzled by the collaborative projects from the directing
and design projects throughout the years.
72 E. 11th St., Room 404
Service-learning W and R II: Writing Women
Safe presents The Clothesline Project
12:00pm–3:00pm
A visual display of t-shirts decorated by survivors of violence hung from a clothesline to raise consciousness
about violence against women.
University Center | 525 S. State St., 3rd floor terrace
Comment on Manifest
1:00pm–7:00pm
The Comment Booth is designed to showcase the creativity and collective spirit of Columbia College Chicago.
It provides a place for students, family, friends, and all
other Manifest attendees to express their favorite college
memories, highlights from Manifest, and well wishes for
our graduating students. Materials will be provided and
participants are encouraged to express their message
however they please.
Nexus by Blick Art Materials | on the corner of Balbo
Drive. and S. Wabash Ave.
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PGA (Please Generate Art)
1:00pm–7:00pm
PGA (Please Generate Art) is a collaborative, interactive
and interdisciplinary “mini-golf” inspired art installation
created by the Columbia College Graduate students. Now
in its second year and falling further down the rabbit’s
hole, PGA 2012 pushes players to distort, change, rearrange, confront and alter their preconceived notions of a
miniature golf game. Powered by your reality, PGA gives
the players the chance to become the artists.
Conaway Center | 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
The Fuze Tree
1:00pm–7:00pm
Stop by the Fuze tent and pluck a refreshing Fuze drink
off this student-designed art installation that has been
constructed in conjunction with the Columbia College
Theater department. Much like life within the Columbia community, Fuze keeps us vitalized, refreshed and
in shape with an invigorating juice for a healthy, active
lifestyle!
Nexus by Blick Art Materials | on the corner of Balbo
Drive and S. Wabash Avenue.
Comic cArt
1:00pm–7:00pm
Comic cArt is a showcase of Columbia College Chicago
graphic artists and illustrators. The cart will have printed
graphic art for sale on a variety of media including (but

not limited to) comics, minis, stickers, and prints. All work
will be displayed on the mobile cArt system designed and
created by Columbia College Chicago Product Design students Ethan Huber (‘10), Joseph Willis (‘10), and Michael
Gies (‘10).
Nexus by Blick Art Materials | on the corner of Balbo
Drive and S. Wabash Ave.
M.A. Department of Dance/Movement Therapy
and Counseling: Blooms The Dawn
3:00pm–6:00pm
As dance/movement therapists, we are often surrounded by the sorrows we witness in our work. As believers in
the healing power of dance and the body in movement,
we seek to discover the light of the spirit buried within
these sorrows. We are seekers of the dawn, the first appearance of light before sunrise, and the witness of its
bloom.The work we present today is a reflection of our
own personal growth as psychotherapists, artistic inquiries of therapeutic relationships developed during the
Internship process and a means to bid farewell to one
another. It is now our dawn as we move forward into the
world as healers, dancers, and psychotherapists shining
the light that blooms the therapeutic relationship.
624 S. Michigan Ave., Room 1005

Master’s of Teaching Showcase
4:00pm–6:00pm
This exhibit highlights the accomplishments of the Columbias Education Department’s graduate teacher candidates and their students during their experiences in
Chicago Public Schools and the surrounding school districts during the spring 2012 semester
33 E. Congress Pkwy., Room 404
Interdisciplinary Arts
M.F.A. Thesis Exhibition
4:00pm–7:00pm
M.F.A. students from Columbia’s Interdisciplinary Arts
Department are featured in works combining installations, performance, and artists’ books. The exhibit
features the final thesis projects for students receiving
M.F.A. degrees in Interdisciplinary Book & Paper Arts and
Interdisciplinary Arts & Media.
Book & Paper Center Gallery | 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
2nd floor
Learning To Learn
5:00pm–7:00pm
Learning to Learn features interdisciplinary work that
showcases our graduating Early Childhood Education
students and their individual journeys at Columbia.
33 E. Congress Pkwy. 5th floor

MUSIC
9 am

10 am 11 am Noon 1 pm

2 pm

Pedal Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave. (Under the Big Tent)

Student bands

Nexus by Blick Arts | on the corner of Balbo Dr. and S. Wabash Ave.

Student bands

New Studio | 72 E. 11th St.

3 pm
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5 pm

6 pm

Kids These
Days

7 pm

8 pm 9 pm

10 pm 11 pm

Allen Stone

FrameWork Interviews

Graduation Party!

Hilton Chicago | 720 S. Michigan Ave., International Ballroom

Fox The Cat
1:00pm–1:20pm
Fox The Cat is a five-piece indie rock band that focuses
on heartfelt songwriting and musical collaboration within
the group. While their EP is rather tame, they have a high
energy performance that evokes an emotional response
between the band and the crowd during each and every
show. There is nothing their band enjoys more than performing live, and that’s apparent on stage. Fox The Cat
consists of Luke Thompson (bass/vocals), Abe Zieleniec
(guitar/vocals), and Paul Abood (drums) all of whom attend Columbia, as well as Jimmy Chandler (guitar/vocals)
and Casey Skufca (lead vocals).
Pedal–Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash
Ave. (Under the Big Tent)

4 pm

Jack Mack and the Last Stand
1:00pm–1:20pm
Jack Mack and the Last Stand is a rock and blues band
that plays different kinds of covers including Buddy
Guy’s “Someone Else is Stepping in,” and Eric Clapton‘s
“Groaning the Blues.” . They also do lots of older songs
written by their band in the past and present.
Nexus by Blick Arts | on the corner of Balbo Drive and
South Wabash Avenue.

Listening Station
1:00pm–7:00pm
The Listening Station is dedicated to shining light on the
extensive musical talent that Columbia College Chicago
students possess by providing an outlet for these artists
to be heard by peers, friends, family, and others interested in their music. Attendees will have a chance to listen
to submitted music from students and enjoy the diversified and underground music that has been produced in
the home of Columbia.
Nexus by Blick Art Materials | Balbo Dr. and S. Wabash

Operation Sidewinder
1:00pm–2:00pm
Experience freshly-squeezed rock’n’roll from Operation
Sidewinder, by The Rocket Snake Experience.
New Studio | 72 E. 11th St.
Nick Astro & Auggie The 9th-”Young
& Reckless”
1:30pm–1:50pm
Nick Astro & Auggie The 9th are a hip-hop/rock infusion
act with controlled energy focused on not only hyping the
crowd but also delivering an intriguing message. Their
message focuses on youth but targets towards all ages.
Their definition of youth is a free state of mind and attitude. Youth is not just physical but an attitude.
Nexus by Blick Arts | Balbo Dr. and S. Wabash Ave.
Biggest Mouth Winner
1:35pm–1:55pm
Stay tuned to see who grabs this spot at Manifest!!!
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
Julian Bell
2:10pm–2:30pm
From banging on pots and pans to playing in various different states, Julian Bell from the suburbs of Washington,
D.C., is a singer/songwriter with various style influences
ranging from percussive pop to expressive blues. Currently attending school in Chicago, Julian is perfecting his
craft and playing around the area. Writing songs about
the various things that go through his head, such as life,
love, and everything in between, headlining at festivals
or your local coffee shop, Bell’s goal is to make music
people will love and enjoy. Julian is currently in the studio
working on his debut EP which will be out late spring/
early summer.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
(Under the Big Tent)
Missed Connections
2:45pm–3:05pm
Missed Connections is a perfect combination of young,
talented musicians striving to make a name for themselves in the music industry. The band members come
from a variety of musical backgrounds and have come
together to create a truly unique sound. The band is composed of Kailey Rockwell (vocals and piano), Zach Wcislo
(vocals and guitar), Norris Ej Jackson (vocals and piano),
Julian Bell (guitar), Nathan Graham (guitar), Michael Byrnes (bass) and Ben Dacoba (drums).
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
(Under the Big Tent)
Legit
3:20pm–3:40pm
Legit is an emcee born and bred in Chicago. Being an
avid fan of hip-hop music and culture, Legit was strongly
influenced to start rapping during his freshman year in
high school. Legit offers a unique sound of soulful beats
mixed with lyrical poignancy influenced by wordsmiths
such as Lupe Fiasco and Eminem. Legit also founded the
rap group Renaissance with his longtime friend and fellow emcee Eli, and has since expanded the group into a
collective of rhyme-spitters, vocalists, poets, producers,
artists, and patrons of this beloved genre.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
(Under the Big Tent)

American Wolf
3:55pm–4:15pm
American Wolf has a sound that is a culmination of many
different ideas and inspirations. A five-piece indie rock
band from Chicago with heavy folk and jazz influences,
technical melodies, and an abundance of atmospheric
ambiance that has released three works thus far.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
(Under the Big Tent)
Katz Company
4:30pm–4:50pm
Since the release of Katz Company’s debut EP, 2009’s
“Katz Company Music,” the 90s-influenced pop/rock
group, led by frontman and namesake Alex Katz, has
seen its fair share of success. In 2010, when Katz underwent extensive surgery to remove a malformed artery in
his brain, he returned just months later with “Katz Company Presents: The Surgery Sessions,” a fan-funded EP
that saw 100% of sales go to Children’s National Medical
Center, where his surgeries took place. With the release
of new material and loads of upcoming shows, it looks
like Katz Company’s profile is on the rise yet again.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
(Under the Big Tent)
Da$htone
5:05pm–5:25pm
Da$Htone is an eight-piece hip-hop band. Having performed at three Columbia events in the last four months,
Da$Htone brings a lot of energy to the stage and have
some of the most talented instrumentalists in the school.
The cast includes Emcee Darien “Da$H” Pasulka, singer
Ciera Marcano, bassist Mike Zabrin (who just came back
from playing with Stevie Wonder and got a feature credit
under Bootsy Collins), violinist Monte Weber, drummer
Eli Yahu Gold, guitarist Justin Canavan, and lastly, pianist
Neal O’Hara. Da$Htone is currently in the studio working
on a new EP.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
(Under the Big Tent)
Kids These Days
5:40pm–6:30pm
The members who make up Chicago-bred band Kids
These Days hail from every corner of the music spectrum
and varying neighborhoods of Chicago, but their collective sound creates a hybrid genre influenced by equal
parts jazz, funk, blues, soul and hip-hop. With three
horns, a rapper, a blues rock trio, and a female singer
packing a voice with gusto way beyond her years, the Kids
simultaneously represent a golden era in music and an
exciting prospect of the future. Their EP, “Hard Times,”
has attracted fans from as far as Europe, but their most
undeniable strength lies in the contagious energy at their
live shows.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
(Under the Big Tent)
Allen Stone Concert
7:00pm–8:00pm
From backwoods barbecues and community gatherings,
Allen Stone emerges to share personal melodies, telling
his tales of life after just 24 years. He got his start singing at his father’s church in small-town America. But it
wasn’t until later when introduced to the greats of soul
music (Marvin Gaye, Aretha Franklin) and then to the
confessional lyrical fashion of the 60s - 70s singer/songwriters, that music began to ignite intense passion, even-

tually carrying him to a musical home. On his self-titled
sophomore album, an independent self-release which hit
digital shelves October 4, Allen has pushed his sound and
lyricism to a greater level of individuality. It touches upon
a range of styles and themes. Integrating classic soul,
catchy pop hooks, R&B beats and folk roots with lyrical
matters of testimonial broken relationships, poisonous
politics and the age-old topic of simple, pure celebration.
Stone’s music is notable for his ﬁnely-crafted evocative
songs and a fresh, smooth, soul-ﬁlled voice - one that certainly belies his age.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park| 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
(Under the Big Tent)
Dennis Caravello
2:30pm–2:50pm
An acoustic set comprised of original music. Singer-songwriter Dennis Caravello performs original music inspired
by the ups and downs of his life. His music tells universal
stories in a bold, personal style.
Nexus by Blick Arts | on the corner of Balbo Dr. and S.
Wabash Ave.
D Menyce and Champion Music Ent.
3:00pm–3:20pm
The question isn’t what is Champion Music Entertainment, but rather, what isn’t it. Established in Chicago, IL
in 2012 by Devon Simpson and Mitchell Sanders, Champion Music Entertainment is comprised of numerous artistic and talented individuals. C.M.E. is a multifaceted
company of musicians, song writers, producers, engineers, photographers, videographers, graphic designers,
and numerous other artists. In order to reduce reliance
on third party support, C.M.E. was designed to ensure
that everything could be handled in house. Initially envisioned as an independent music label, the addition of numerous team members specializing in their respective art
forms caused the company to outgrow its humble music
beginnings and expand into other forms of art. D Menyce
music is a blend of Hiphop/Rap/Pop, the majority of his
music is universal to all age groups. He fights to portray
an accurate point of view of being a young man with big
dreams and what he’s encountered along the way.
Nexus by Blick Arts | on the corner of Balbo Dr. and S.
Wabash Ave.
Opposites
3:30pm–3:50pm
Opposites is an experimental pop quartet made up of
guitarist Ryan Murphy, bassist and vocalist Nate Amos,
drummer Kirk Harrison, and keyboardist Jenna Blair, who
are all Columbia College Chicago students. Murphy loops
and layers his guitar over drummer Kirk Harrison’s precise rhythms. Nate Amos sings sentimental lyrics over his
minimalist, melodic bass playing, and Jenna Blair provides electric piano and vocal highlights. Though there
are few traditional pop hooks, they work together to create memorable melodies that grasp you. Their live performance takes on a looser, more explosive attitude than
their recordings, though they are not what you would call
a “rock” band. They work together to create memorable
melodies rather than traditional pop hooks. Amos, Harrison, and Blair study audio production and Murphy studies
journalism.
Nexus by Blick Arts | on the corner of Balbo Dr. and S.
Wabash Ave.
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Anthony Gabriel
4:00pm–4:20pm
Join us for a crazy fun party DJ set that all Manifest attendees will groove to. Anthony Gabriel is an open format
DJ and will play just about any music to rock the party!! It
will be an entertaining dance super party to say the least!
Nexus by Blick Arts | on the corner of Balbo Drive and S.
Wabash Avenue.
Samsoche Sampson
4:30pm–4:50pm
Come by Nexus by Blick Arts to check out the incredible
music of Samsoche Sampson!!
Nexus by Blick Arts | on the corner of Balbo Drive and S.
Wabash Avenue.
David and Kevin Presents: David and Kevin
5:00pm–5:20pm
The eclectic sounds of David and Kevin, mixing acoustic music and chip-tune, will have you dancing your jean
shorts off! They consist of Kevin Koreman, a CCC student

studying instrumental performance, and David Laskey,
who is studying game programming. Come see us, you
won’t regret it!
Nexus by Blick Arts | on the corner of Balbo Drive. and
S. Wabash Avenue.
Daryn Alexus
5:30pm–5:50pm
Daryn Alexus is a singer/songwriter who writes all original music that could fall into any genre.
Nexus by Blick Arts | on the corner of Balbo Drive and S.
Wabash Avenue.
Legit
6:00pm–6:20pm
Legit is a Hip Hop performer. But transforming Legit’s
song to a Live Band performance makes everything 10x
better. Legit also performs some jazz, which adds a different element to the performance and it’s something
different from other rap performances. Come check out
Hip Hop Artist Legit(@ChicagoLives.net) at Nexus by Blick

Arts! He has definitely made his impact on the Chicago
music scene.
Nexus by Blick Arts | on the corner of Balbo Drive and S.
Wabash Avenue.
It’s a Graduation Party!
8:00pm–11:00pm
If you’re graduating, we’re buying the drinks. Join us at
the end of the day as we gather to celebrate you! Columbia’s faculty, staff, and alumni will be there to say congratulations and initiate you as new Columbia Alumni.
The party, hosted in the International Ballroom at the
Hilton Chicago will feature a DJ, cocktails, and a formal
toast to you and your fellow graduates. IDs are required,
so we can verify you are graduating and to receive two
complimentary drink tickets (to drink you must be 21 +).
Graduates are allowed to bring one guest. (Interpreted
event)
Hilton Chicago | 720 S. Michigan Ave., International Ballroom

SCREENINGS
9 am
Pedal Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
33 E. Congress Pkwy., 1st floor
Film Row Cinema lobby and various locations | 1104 S. Wabash Ave., 8th floor
Media Production Center | Stage One | 1600 S. State St.
Film Row Cinema | 1104 S.Wabash Ave., 8th floor

10 am 11 am Noon 1 pm

WCRX Radio Presents Committing to our
Community
1:00pm–3:00pm
Radio students at WCRX. 88.1FM host a live, two-hour
program highlighting how organizations are utilizing
technology to make their community a better place. The
broadcast will feature interviews with community leaders,
students, individuals and organizations who encourage
community involvement online as well as in person. Listen to live coverage at wcrxfm.com and stop by the broadcast and join our studio audience!
33 E. Congress Pkwy., 1st floor
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3 pm

4 pm

5 pm

6 pm

7 pm

8 pm 9 pm

WCRX Radio
FrameWork Interviews

Practicum
Animation

Film Row Cinema | 1104 S.Wabash Ave., 8th floor

Frequency TV Live Coverage and Webcast
12:00pm–8:15pm
Frequency TV will be broadcasting Manifest LIVE! Check
out the live coverage on screens around campus at www.
colum.edu/manifest or www.FrequencyTV.com!
Pedal Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.

2 pm

Frequency TV Live Coverage and Webcast

FrameWork Interviews
1:00pm–5:00pm
4 Years in 2 Minutes: Your Story, Your Work. Graduating
Film & Video seniors reflect on where they started and
how far they’ve come in these student produced two-minute shorts. Look for a link to view them online!
Film Row Cinema lobby and various locations | 1104 S.
Wabash Ave., 8th floor
Advanced Practicum Film Test Screenings
1:30pm–3:00pm
Provide feedback to students from Columbia’s Film & Video advanced practicum courses as they present cuts of
selected short films to an audience for the first time. The
practicum classes are the capstone experience for most
graduating seniors and are generally their last experience
at Columbia before entering the professional world. First
event starts at 1:30 until 3pm, the second from 3:30 until
5pm
Media Production Center | Stage One | 1600 S. State St.

M.F.A. Films

Animation Production Studio Screening
1:30pm–3:00pm
Catch the animated films made by Columbia’s graduating animation students, hear them discuss the process
behind their craft, and see the work in its pre-cinema
form. Animation Production Studio is the senior capstone
experience of the Animation Program in the Film & Video
Department in which students create an animated film
from concept through presentation. Students from each
of the three animation production studio classes will present and discuss in-progress or completed yearlong projects. First session is 1:30 to 4pm, second session is 7
to 8:30pm
Film Row Cinema | 1104 S.Wabash Ave., 8th floor
A Selection of M.F.A. Films
3:30pm–5:00pm
This curated screening of films by Film & Video M.F.A.
writer/directors features the Student Academy Gold Winner Vera Klement: Blunt Edge (Wonjung Bae), Birth of A
White Boy (J. Paul Preseault), Orange (Ryan Buckley), A
Perfect Skate (Andrew Dena), The Last Interview (Zach
Mehrbach), and Preserves (B Rich).
Film Row Cinema | 1104 S.Wabash Ave., 8th floor

10 pm 1

ShopColumbia
Learning laboratory for artists,
shopping destination for
customers...and your location
for Manifest apparel, feathers &
bling and more!
Start your day at ShopColumbia with
complimentary coffee and donut holes
from 10am - noon.
This year’s limited edition Manifest
memorabilia includes:
t-shirt
tank top
cotton tote bag
draw-string athletic tote
greeting cards
and buttons!

ShopColumbia

623 S Wabash Ave, 1st floor
Chicago, IL 60605
312.369.8616
Open Manifest 10am - 8pm

Illustration by Erik Lundquist, 2012

Performance
9 am
MPC | 1600 S. State St.
Pedal Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
Classic Stage | 72 E. 11th St.
Getz Theatre | 72 E. 11th St.
1001 S. Wabash Ave.
1104 S. Michigan Ave.
Buddy Guy's Legends | 754 S. Wabash Ave.
Pedal Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
Nexus by Blick Art Materials | on the corner of Balbo Dr. and S. Wabash Ave.
Quincy Wong Center for Artistic Expression | 623 S. Wabash Ave.
Nexus by Blick Art Materials | on the corner of Balbo Dr. and S. Wabash Ave.
University Center | 525 S. State St., Media Room
Getz Theatre | 72 E. 11th St.
Sherwood Community Music School | 1312 S. Michigan Ave., 1st floor, Recital Hall
Dance Center | 1306 S. Michigan Ave.
Nexus by Blick Arts | on the corner of Balbo Dr. and S. Wabash Ave.
Classic Stage | 72 E. 11th St.
Getz Theatre | 72 E. 11th St.
New Studio | 72 E. 11th St.
Pedal Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.

2 pm

3 pm

Multicultural Affairs Office | 618 S. Michigan Ave., 4th floor
Lobby | 916 S. Wabash Ave.
Dance Center | 1306 S. Michigan Ave.

7 pm

8 pm 9 pm

Stage Combat

The Pedal-Powered Amusement Park (PPAP)
The Electro Acoustic Concerts
Music! Music! Music! at Buddy Guy's
Wizard Wand Battle Flash Mob & Wand-Making Booth
NextUp Stage
Alumni Lounge
Movement Study for May
Audio Drama
Tapping
A Show of Hands
Dance Senior
CCC

Playwrights Festival
Comedy
Rent
The Art of Rhymes for 2012

Splen.

The Jazz Showcase inside Dearborn Station | 806 S. Plymouth Ct.

6 pm

Solo Performance

New Studio | 72 E. 11th St.

New Studio | 72 E. 11th St.

5 pm

Convergence

Best

72 E. 11th St.

4 pm

C_LEns

Getz Theatre | 72 E. 11th St.

Getz Theatre | 72 E. 11th St.
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10 am 11 am Noon 1 pm

theatre
Body I
Mash-Up
All That Jazz!
Multicultural
BodyII
Dance Concert

10 pm 11 pm

C_LEns
10:30am–12:20pm
C_LEns is a laptop ensemble in the vein of PLOrk (http://
music.princeton.edu/~dan/plork/papers/WhyALaptopOrchestra.pdf), SLOrk (http://slork.stanford.edu/bio/)
and many other computer-based performing ensembles
and orchestras. They are an ensemble with seven Columbia students as performers and the repertoire could be
classified as sound art. The compositions, all by living
composers, are roughly in the ambient, traditional electronic or avant garde genres. Each performer has a laptop
computer and a speaker and performs live using custom
software created for each composition.
MPC | 1600 S. State St.
Musical Theatre Writers Workshop
12:00pm–1:00pm
A new collaboration between the Theatre and Music departments. Come see short samples of original new musicals written and performed by majors in the Musical
Theatre and Composition programs.
New Studio | 72 E. 11th St.
The Great Convergence
12:00pm–1:00pm
Follow the Manifest Emissaries and Columbia’s 2012
honorary degree recipients as they lead you to Manifest’s
culminating experience, The Great Convergence. The
Convergence, an enigmatic and magical Columbia created concoction of spectacle, ritual, music, theater, and
dance, will re-ignite your imagination, spark your spirit,
and remind you of the power and beauty of our remarkable community! Prepare to be touched and taken away
by the talent of our students. (Interpreted event)
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
Solo Performance
12:00pm–2:00pm
Always current, always honest, always unpredictable,
shockingly personal. Come hear real stories from real
people; original monologues written and performed by
the Theater Department’s Solo Performance Class.
Classic Stage | 72 E. 11th St.
Stage Combat
12:00pm–1:00pm
Always a thrilling part of Manifest, watch Columbia theater students thrust and parry in the high energy event of
Stage Combat finals!
Getz Theatre | 72 E. 11th St.
The Pedal-Powered Amusement Park (PPAP)
12:00pm–8:15pm
“Manifest Central” – starting point, meeting place, and
information resource for the 2012 festival. It is the site
of the Manifest Opening Ceremony, the Columbia College
Convergence and the Manifest headliner performance.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park (PPAP) features bicycleinspired fun and attractions. Experience pedal-powered
art in motion on the custom built low-rider carousel, and
laugh your way through teamwork on the seven-seat
circle bike. Multimedia highlights include “2012 Tweets”
celebrating graduates on the 16-foot media wall and a
virtual tour of “Manifest End-to-End.” Student clubs are
showcased, as well as the Frequency TV LIVE Stage and
the AEMMP Records Main Stage. Manifest 2012 is pedalpowered at the big lot on Wabash. Don’t miss it.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.

The Electro Acoustic Concerts
12:00pm–3:00pm
Listen to original electronic music compositions by students taking classes in The Digital Music Lab.
1104 S. Michigan Ave.

Performance Art I
1:00pm–6:00pm
Various performance art pieces contributed by students
of Performance Art I.
Columbia College campus lobbies

Music! Music! Music! at Buddy Guy’s
1:00pm–5:30pm
The Music department presents a variety of student presentations at Buddy Guy’s Legends. Performances include the Gospel and Jazz/Pop Choirs; the Men’s Chorus;
Pop Orchestra; Recording and Performance Ensemble
and the Blues, Pop/Rock, R&B ensembles all adding up
to a day filled with great music!
Performance Schedule: 1 - 1:20 pm GOSPEL CHOIR |
1:30 - 1:50pm JAZZ POP CHOIRS | 2 - 2:20p POP ORCHESTRA | 2:30 - 2:50pm FUSION ENSEMBLE | 3
- 3:20pm R&B ENSEMBLE | 3:30 - 3:50pm BLUES ENSEMBLE | 4 – 4:20pm POP ROCK SHOWCASE | 4:30 –
4:50pm MEN’S CHORUS | 5 - 5:30pm RECORDING AND
PERFORMANCE ENSEMBLE
Buddy Guy’s Legends | 754 S. Wabash Ave.

Tapping
1:00pm–2:00pm
Tap Into It! Enjoy this explosion of synchronized sound
and movement. Share in the exhilaration of Musical Theatre dance students tap dancing away on the Getz Stage.
Getz Theatre | 72 E. 11th St.

Wizard Wand Battle Flash Mob and
Wand-Making Booth
1:00pm–6:00pm
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
NextUp Stage
1:00pm–7:00pm
The NextUp Stage is a chance for Columbia College Chicago underclassmen to showcase their talents. This stage
will highlight singers, songwriters, DJs’, dancers and other
types of live performances. The stage will show the community who is “NextUp” at Columbia with live entertainment from 1-7pm.
Nexus by Blick Art Materials | on the corner of Balbo
Drive and S. Wabash Avenue.
Alumni Lounge
1:00pm–7:00pm
Sit back and relax in the alumni lounge as you listen to fellow alumni performers sing, recite, dance and play music.
Be sure to check-in to receive your ticket to the graduation party (where we will initiate Columbia’s newest
alumni into the association). Alumni can also collect their
own Manifest alumni t-shirt for a suggested donation of
$15. Proceeds of donations $15 or more will benefit the
Alumni Scholarship Fund.
Quincy Wong Center for Artistic Expression | 623 S. Wabash Ave.
Movement Study for May
1:00pm–6:00pm
Performing on a mobile stage built specifically for the
creative process, Movement Study for May is an intense
yet quiet reflection on dreams, memory, and landscape.
Using raw city sounds as backdrop, artist Sarah Haas
creates instantaneous though fleeting compositions that
echo an awkward, humorous, and slightly melancholy approach.
Nexus by Blick Art Materials | on the corner of Balbo
Drive and S. Wabash Avenue.
The Audio Drama Club
1:00pm–2:00pm
Live audio drama show featuring live voice acting and
sound effects of original radio plays written by Columbia
students. Come experience radio drama today!
University Center | 525 S. State St., Media Room

A Show of Hands
1:30pm–3:30pm
An ASL-English Interpretation Department Variety Hour
Extravaganza, presenting an impressive showcase of
vibrant poetry, improvisational comedy, song interpretation, and more. Performances include a collection of
works from Creativity of ASL, ASL Literature, ASL Storytelling, Deaf Awareness Day, Musicals, as well as personal
works from students within the department. (Interpreted
event)
Sherwood Community Music School | 1312 S. Michigan
Ave., 1st floor, Recital Hall
Dance Senior Showcase
2:00pm–4:00pm
Columbia’s graduating choreographers and performers
showcase a wide range of dance styles, form, and talents.
Dance Center | 1306 S. Michigan Avenue.
Columbia College Cheerleaders
2:00pm–2:05pm
Come check out incredible routines with stunts, tumbling
and dancing!
Nexus by Blick Arts | on the corner of Balbo Drive and S.
Wabash Avenue.
Playwrights Festival
2:00pm–4:00pm
See selected staged excerpts from one-act and full-length
plays by graduating student playwrights.
Classic Stage | 72 E. 11th St.
Comedy Workshop
2:00pm–3:00pm
“Heavy Flo.” This year’s group - made up of eleven women
and two dudes we’re not sure about - present an original sketch revue full of music and crazy characters. Good
times, y’all! (Interpreted event)
Getz Theatre | 72 E. 11th St.
Rent
2:00pm–3:00pm
Five hundred, twenty-five thousand six hundred minutes.
How do you measure a year in the life?
New Studio | 72 E. 11th St.
The Art of Rhymes for 2012 (Glow Dark MC
Freestyle)
3:00pm–6:00pm
An open mic cypher battle.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
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The Best Is Yet To Come
3:00pm–3:30pm
It’s a celebration of the music of Frank Sinatra as interpreted through dance. Enjoy your favorite classic tunes
from the “Chairman of the Board” as our Musical Theatre
students dance to evoke the decades that popularized
his career.
Getz Theatre | 72 E. 11th St.
Splendora
3:00pm–3:30pm
Welcome to Splendora, Texas where residents beat the
heat with gossip, bickering and pageants. Timothy John
left this town at 18. Now he returns with a dazzling companion, Miss Jessie. Or did he arrive within her?
New Studio | 72 E. 11th St.
Musical Theatre Choreography Projects
3:30pm–4:00pm
Join us for some fantastic student choreography pieces
from Musical Theatre students. Tap, jazz, contemporary
dance pieces all created by our fantastic student choreographers.
Getz Theatre | 72 E. 11th St.
Body Movement I
3:30pm–3:30pm
Begin in stairwell at 72 E. 11th St - Performers take us
on a site specific and character driven migrating performance tour.
72 E. 11th St.

Civic Engagement Mash-Up
3:30pm–4:00pm
Students from the Theatre Department’s “Teaching
Practicum” class present a performance developed with
middle school students from Perspectives Charter School
on the near South Side of Chicago. Witness the direct application of our students’ theater education as they work
in deep collaboration with a delightful crowd of 8th graders.
New Studio | 72 E. 11th St.
All That Jazz! at the Jazz Showcase
4:00pm–6:00pm
Featuring Columbia’s vocal jazz ensemble 3CVJE and
the Columbia College Jazz Ensemble with special guest
pianist Cyrus Chestnut presenting arrangements from
graduating seniors as well as the music of Kenny Garrett,
Christian McBride, and New York Voices.
The Jazz Showcase inside Dearborn Station | 806 S.
Plymouth Ct.
Multicultural Affairs Performance
Showcase
4:00pm–6:00pm
Multicultural Affairs hosts a mix of cultural collaborations
showcasing the unique talents of Columbia College Chicago’s African-American, Asian-American, International,
Latino, and LGBTQA students. Performances include spoken word, poetry, song, dance, and acoustic music. Also,
please join us in recognizing the achievements of our
graduating MCA seniors. Special invitation to MCA alumni
- please join the celebration! (Interpreted event)
Multicultural Affairs Office | 618 S. Michigan Ave., 4th
floor

seaberg picture

framing
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Body Movement II
4:30pm–4:30pm
Begin in the lobby of 916 S. Wabash Ave. - Experience
true stories, tales of heartbreak, love, and loss told
through the body and text by the advanced Theatre Body
Movement students.
Lobby | 916 S. Wabash Ave.
Repertory Performance Dance Concert
8:00pm–10:00pm
This annual concert is a presentation of works by faculty
and Chicago area choreographers, performed by seniors
and undergraduate dance students.
Dance Center | 1306 S. Michigan Ave.
Rat Patrol’s Freak-Bike Fun-Land
1:00pm–6:00pm
Rat Patrol’s Freak-Bike Fun-Land is a diverse collection of
home-made modified bicycles made available to the public. While the initial judgment of this experience might be
viewed in the lens of pure revelry, as its name suggests,
other important aspects exist in its accessibility. These
underlying purposes are education and empowerment.
The plainly D.I.Y. contraptions engage the participants
and spectators alike in a rudimentary understanding of
the fusion of fabrication and mechanical outcomes. The
vast majority of materials are found landfill-bound. The
goal here is to serve as an example of the potential of
amateur construction and lend confidence to those who
might be interested in pursuing a hands-on project to
venture forth and create while remaining grounded in a
mindset of sustainability.
Pedal-Powered Amusement Park | 1001 S. Wabash Ave.

We’ve got you covered

Music of Manifest
By Charles Jefferson
Contributing writer

F

or the last 10 years, Manifest Urban Arts Festival mainly featured
the body of work seniors created during their college careers. However, this year’s will spotlight a much
more diverse panel of talent from the
college community.
Columbia’s student-run record label
AEMMP Records has been responsible
for coordinating all the musical acts performing this year.
According to Lizette Garza, administrative coordinator of Hip-Hop at AEMMP,
the college is striving to involve more of
the student body in Manifest.
“We’re focusing on having tables
set up for the different organizations
so artists and musicians can market themselves and sell their work,”
Garza said.
The event, free and open to the public,
will feature student bands, artwork and
other student-produced material.
Any interested student’s will have the
opportunity to get involved with the musical aspect of Manifest, there will be
space devoted to undergraduates who
wish to perform on one of the three
outdoor stages.
“We hope that students will be wowed
by the performances this year,” said
Sharod Smith, programming coordinator for the Student Affairs Office of
Special Events.
With the demand for more undergraduate student participation, the Student
Government Association is sponsoring
the NextUp Stage. Colleen Mares, junior
and Manifest’s main stage producer,
said she believes involving undergraduates is extremely important.
“Columbia offers students an opportunity to perfect whatever their passion
may be,” Mares said. “Manifest is ultimately an extension of that.”
A wide array of musical genres will
make an appearance, including rock, hiphop, jazz, indie-pop, reggae and more.
The lineup is as follows:
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Fujitsu Ten Stage
Sponsored by: Student
Programming Board
Location: Blick Festival Lot
1001 S. Wabash Ave.
The main stage will showcase the top
eight student bands, such as pop-rock
group Katz Company, indie-rock band Fox
the Cat, and Julian Bell, an outfit that mixes blues and soul.
“I’m really excited to play Manifest,”
Bell said. “We get to open for Allen Stone,
so hopefully we can attract a big crowd.”
Bell and his band will perform
at 2:10 p.m.
NextUp Stage
Sponsored by: Student
Government Association
Location: Nexus Lot
Wabash Avenue and Balbo Drive
The second stage will feature 19 singersongwriter performances, disk jockeys
and spoken-word artists. Marie Madsen,
an exchange student from Denmark who
also works with AEMMP, said the NextUp
stage gives undergraduates an opportunity to gain exposure.
“There are so many awesome performers [who are undergrads] here,” Madsen said. “We want to showcase all of
that talent.”
New this year to the Nexus Lot is the
Listening Station, which gives attendees
who didn’t get timeslots in the show’s
performance schedule the chance to hear
performers.
Musical Theatre Stage
Sponsored by: The Theatre Department
Location: Music Center
1014 S. Michigan Ave.
The Musical Theatre Stage and tent was
added to Manifest two years ago. It will
feature musical theatre students showing
snippets of larger, well-known musicals
and theater performances.
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2012 Manifest artwalk
receptions: 4 - 7pm

showcasing the fine art exhibitions of graduating and graduate students
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Street
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1

Art + Design B.A Showcase, 1:00am–8:00pm
Creative Station, 33 E Congress Pkw
B.F.A. Fine Art Thesis Exhibition, 11:00am–8:00pm

2 C33 Gallery, 33 E Congress Pkw
3 A+D Gallery, 619 S Wabash Ave

Interactive Arts & Media Department: Play Ground, 11:00am–8:00pm

4 Hokin Gallery, 623 S Wabash Ave
9th Street

8

1006
Michigan

916
S. Wabash

Comic cArt, 1:00pm–7:00pm
5 Nexus by Blick Arts, corner of Balbo Dr and S Wabash Ave
6
7

9
10

1104 S. Wabash

11th Street
8

9
10

State St.

Roosevelt Rd.

LAUNCH Fashion Event and Exhibition, 8:00am–8:00pm

The Arcade, 618 S Michigan Ave, 2nd floor

Art in the Library, 8:00am–7:00pm

Columbia College Chicago Library, 624 S Michigan Ave

B.A | B.F.A Photography Exhibition, 12:00pm–8:00pm

1006 S Michigan Ave

M.F.A Photography Exhibition, 11:00am–8:00pm
Glass Curtain Gallery, 1104 S Wabash Ave

Interdisciplinary Arts M.F.A. Thesis Exhibition, 4:00pm–7:00pm
Center for Book and Paper Arts, 1104 S Wabash Ave, 2nd floor

Exhibitions marked with a red star
feature work that is available for purchase
through ShopColumbia, Columbia’s student art boutique. Additional work is available
at ShopColumbia, 623 S Wabash Ave, 1st floor.

Columbia's 		
Valedictorians
Introduction by Gabrielle Rosas
Commentary Editor

E

ach year, aspiring professional artists leave Columbia hoping to transcend the college experience and
smoothly transition into the professional
world. Of approximately 2,000 graduating
students, six were chosen to be the 2012
valedictorians.
This year’s cream of the crop includes
students from various disciplines and
majors, including journalism, film &
bideo and fashion studies. Each valedictorian comes from vastly different
backgrounds, but their stories converged
at Columbia, where each of them has
formed an artistic identity and discovered what it truly takes to “live what you
love.” Here are the 2012 valedictorians’
self-penned summaries of their Columbia College experience.

L i n d s ey M ey e r
Lindsey Meyer grew up in a small town
in northern Illinois. She was always interested in the arts growing up but toyed
with the idea of becoming a paleontologist, fashion designer or storm chaser.
Drawing, painting, sewing and photography were some of the pastimes she
enjoyed, but she always focused on fashion and illustrating designs. After graduating high school as valedictorian, she
moved to Chicago to attend Columbia.
Falling in love with the academic diversity and passion for life that seemed to
surround Columbia, Meyer came to love
fashion studies even more. She had
the honor of showing two of her Charles
James-inspired designs on Michigan
Avenue and was a finalist in the Eve-
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ningwear category of the Fashion Group
International competition. She also
worked as an alterations specialist at a
bridal salon, which helped her better understand the importance of fit and drape
on the human body. Meyer was able to
incorporate her passions and interests
into her senior thesis collection, designing a formal wear collection inspired by
tornadoes and Gothic architecture that
will appear on the runway during this
year’s Manifest.
Graduating with a concentration in
fashion design and a minor in art history,
she intends to pursue a career in freelance fashion illustration.

L u k e W i lus z
At some point in his early teens, Luke
Wilusz realized there were people who
actually got paid to string words together
for a living, and he knew he had to get
in on that action. He graduated from
high school in 2008 and came straight
to Columbia to major in journalism with
a magazine concentration and a minor
in fiction writing. He’s been enduring the
mind-numbing, soul-crushing daily Metra
commute from Tinley Park for the past
four years and has become increasingly
skeptical of dubious reports that it’s “the
way to really fly.”
Wilusz has been with The Chronicle
since January 2010, starting out on the
Arts & Culture desk and working his way
up to Managing Editor. These past twoand-a-half years have been the most
exciting experience of his life, giving him
the chance to interview a wide range

Photos by Sara Mays
Senior Photo Editor
of colorful characters including psychic
investigators, organized crime experts
and The New Yorker Editor-in-Chief David
Remnick.
He’s looking forward to going out into
the “real world,” finding a job and spending the rest of his life with his incredible
fiancée, Rebecca, while trying to convince the world (and themselves) that
they’re both responsible adults.

K ev i n P o h l
Kevin Pohl is a screenwriter director,
and an aspiring musician. He has written four feature films during his time
at Columbia, including “Moving Mountains,” which was recently awarded first
prize in the Student Feature category of
Columbia’s Written Image Screenwriting Competition, and “In Search of Dirt
Roads,” documenting a journey through
South America that was shot in December 2011. Pohl is also a participating
partner at Fonck Films, a budding production company that has developed
work on three continents. He maintained
a 3.99 GPA at Columbia and attributes
his academic success to his supportive
parents. Pohl plans to pursue a master’s
degree in film and video at one of the
country’s top graduate programs and aspires to one day write and direct feature
films on the industry level.

Tay l e r W e st l a k e
After discovering that you had to be
born a princess, Tayler Westlake struggled to concisely answer the unavoidable

question, “What do you want to be when
you grow up?” She wanted to be everything. Could she not be everything?
Westlake was born and raised in the
great nation of Texas and spent her childhood moving from schools in large cities
to ones in towns where there were more
cows than people. In high school, she
made an effort to find her passion, and
after failed attempts as an athlete and
an actress she joined the yearbook staff
as a designer. It was in design that she
found herself dreaming about her future
after graduation. Although she had created things her entire life, designing for
the yearbook was the first time that she
did something that brought her such joy.
A mission trip to Chicago during high
school fostered a love for the city. So
when it came time for choosing colleges, Columbia fit her in every way. Here,
she was trained in design and was given
the freedom her heart longed for—the
freedom to explore art forms outside
of her department like acting, fashion
and dance.

M e ga n B a i m
Megan Baim came to Chicago after
graduating with 20 other students in a
tiny Colorado town. She will be receiving a B.A. in theatre with an acting concentration. After flirting with a business
minor for two years, she committed to
obtaining an additional degree in talent
management to have a broader perspective of the business.
During her time at Columbia, she acted
in two student plays; appeared in 18

Kevin Pohl

Tay l e r W e st l a k e

L u k e W i lu s z
student films, of which she received 12
final cuts; actively participated in five
Television Department projects; worked
two internships at Gray Talent Group and
Simon Casting; sold 33 bras at Victoria’s Secret; contemplated switching her
major 97 times and understudied one
Goodman Theatre production. But who’s
counting?

Baim is simultaneously thrilled, honored and baffled to be valedictorian.
Upon graduation, she is willing to sell her
soul to move to Los Angeles.

A m a n da W e r n e r
Amanda Werner came down from Minnesota freshman year with just $10 in

her pocket, the clothes on her back
and her dad’s pickup truck filled with
kitchen accouterments. She’s graduating with a B.A. in marketing communication and has spent the last four years
learning the difference between north,
south, east and west while trying not to
get lost in the city. During her tenure at
Columbia, she completed three intern-

ships and was involved with the Public
Relations Student Society of America. In
her spare time, she enjoys cooking, yoga,
beer and assembling IKEA furniture. Currently, she is working in marketing for a
Web company based in the West Loop.
After graduation, she hopes to stay in
Chicago for a while and to be able to afford foods other than beans and rice.

Lin dsey Meyer

Amanda Werner

Megan Ba im
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By Eric Witt
Contributing Writer

A

s the Great Convergence and
Columbia’s opening ceremonies kick off the 2012 Manifest Urban Arts Festival May 4, it will
be hard to ignore the bicycle show
across the lot. This year’s Manifest
will feature lowrider bikes fashioned
as carousels, rotating art displays and
bicycle-run generators in an interactive exhibit called the Pedal-Powered
Amusement Park.
Columbia’s Events Production Management class was challenged by Student Affairs and Arts, Entertainment
and Media Management Department
to take the simple idea of a bicycleoriented amusement park and turn it
into something “Columbia-inspired,”
according to Elsa Tullos, the group’s
faculty mentor.
“We’re very excited to be able to
celebrate our graduating seniors,”
Tullos said.
Assistant Dean of Student Life Kari
Sommers, who originally proposed
that the class develop the concept of
a bike-themed amusement park, said
the project was brought to life by the

students’ imagination.
Columbia alumnus Jorge Ortega and
his team of welders and graphic designers put the one-of-a-kind “Bici-Carousel” together from the ground up.
“For the style of the carousel, I wanted to have an old-school, lowrider, hot
rod feel,” Ortega said.
According to him, the carousel was
built and painted in Barranquilla Carnival
style to match the celebration that originated in Ortega’s native country of Colombia with the fun-loving atmosphere
of Manifest.
The eclectic and brightly colored carousel will not be the only ride available.
The park will also feature the CoBi, a
seven-seat “conference” bicycle that
will circle around to take attendees
on a ride, and the RedMoon Theater’s
“cranky bike,” which will stand tall over
the crowd and unravel a rolled up painting by Columbia students when its pedals are cranked.
“It has a lot to do with building teamwork,” said Rachael Tyndall, a member
of the Events Production Management
team, explaining that the rides were

made to bring people together.
The bicycle stunt group Flip Bike Travis
will show off moves on modified bikes
dressed in full carnival costume with
lights covering their clothing, according to Katarina Puente, senior AEMM
major and another member of the
production team.
Near the excitement of the amusement park will be a 9 foot by 16 foot
JumboTron dubbed the “Media Wall.”
Columbia’s Frequency TV will film and
stream a live webcast from the lot to
the media wall at 1001 S. Wabash Ave.
and relay updates about what’s happening around Manifest.
A Twitter feed has been created to
tweet words of encouragement and
congratulations, said Deminique Lobo,
who came up with the idea along with
fellow team members Charlie Ockerlund and Alexandra Zawada. The media
wall will display 20 tweets every 12
minutes in honor of 2012 graduates.
To tweet about Manifest or the
graduating class, visit Twitter May 4
and tag #ManifestCentral or tweet
@ManifestCentral.
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The Student Government Association
is proud to sponsor the

www.colum.edu/sga

Photo by Kaitlin Dennell

2373 S. ARCHER AVENUE / 312.CONNIES OR 312.326.3443
WWW.CONNIESPIZZA.COM

Friday, May 4th!

Visit Our Booth And Receive Coupons And Other Give-aways!

BUY
GET

ONE
ONE

FREE

BUY ANY STYLE PIZZA AND
GET A FREE ONE of equal or lesser value!

Free pizza is of equal or lesser value. Valid for dine in, delivery and pick up.
Not valid with any other offer. Valid at Archer location only.
Expires 6/4/2012 code: mani12

Help us
achieve our

g al of a

Greener
Manifest!
The Office of Special Events for Student
Affairs is committed to making the 2012
festival a greener event.
You can help by handling your waste responsibly!
* Recycle all paper, bottles, and cans (plastic, glass and aluminum) at
one of the many recycling bins throughout campus!
* Compost your food waste and paper products (including coffee cups
and napkins) in the outdoor lots!
* BYOWB: Bring your water bottle and refill it at one of EPIC's 16 water
refill stations! (see map to the left for locations. EPIC: Environmental
Protection Initiative at Columbia, is Columbia College's student
environmental organization)
This event has worked with the Columbia Recycling Program to focus on
waste reduction from areas such as signage to the print program you hold
in your hands. Manifest is able to be a creative festival in which the
message of conservation is not lost.
For assistance with any recycling related questions, look for workers
wearing Manifest or Recycling Program t-shirts.

